
Outdoor Collection
A product taking its origin from the forest, drawing inspiration 

from the colours of the forest and the twists of the wood grains.
An idea taking wellness to the open air with a multitude of forms and dimensions.

The OutdoorCollection represents Starpool interpretation of the Nordic 
culture based on the use of outdoor spaces to create places 
where you can restore and devote to the taking care of your body.
A wide range of layouts which, in all their configurations,
propose healthy and balanced wellness experiences.
Like in a real Spa, the OutdoorCollection will not make you give up 
the functionality of a well-conceived environment, 
still respecting the right posology of heat, cold and rest.
With the OutdoorCollection, “refreshment” becomes 
the most authentic experience: a dive into the snow, 
a plunge in cold water or simply the biting freshness of open-air relax.

OutdoorCollection
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Heat. Cold. Rest.
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NatureSauna
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Designer firm aledolci&co. is the author of Nature Sauna for 
Starpool. This sauna was designed to be in synergy with 
the environment, evolving with it as time goes by and gi-
ving back to “its residents” a sense of belonging and immer-
sion in the landscape.

The building, man and nature become one through the 
building materials which have been selected to react as one 
to the context.
The brushed copper used for the protection of wood will 
oxidize differently according to climate and the wooden coa-
ting that is exposed to atmospheric agents will take unique 
connotations.

Nature Sauna is an oasis where it is possible to feel and to 
benefit from the regenerating power of natural cycles, all 
year round and in any climate.

The wide range of dimensions and layouts, in combina-
tion with easy installation, makes this product ideal for 
every outdoor context, from extreme to domestic contexts.
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Nature Sauna is proposed in three different dimensions, each 
including a heated entrance compass, and offering a more com-
pact layout without gallery. The fir structure in the thermo-trea-
ted light or dark waxed version grants sustainability and natural 
harmonic ageing. The brushed-copper surfaces contribute warm 
and home-like features in addition to providing protection to the 
most sensitive areas.

Data Sheet

577 x 317

473 x 317

369 x 317



OpenAirSauna
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“The use of two different woods 
to coat the external and the internal 

walls creates curious contrasts
with a pleasant dichromatic effect.”

The architectural design by the Florence-based designer 
firm Cipuelle has succeeded in melting the perfection of the 
home architectural system in Xlam wood into the neat lines 
characterising Starpool design.
Starpool modular outdoor is quick to build and offers an 
outstanding functionality.
The single block construction, including the floor and walls 
complete with doors and windows, simplifies the entire buil-
ding process and reduces the project execution times by up to 
80%. The supporting structure consists of thick wooden boards, 
placed orthogonally and assembled in crossed layers.
This is a revolutionary system which speeds up assembly operations 
on the building site. Furthermore, it is designed and made to 
save energy. The natural insulating qualities and the low con-
ductivity of wood create a building shell where the heating 
requirements in winter and the cooling requirements in summer 
are minimal.
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